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Abstract  

This paper studies the effects of uncoordinated environmental tax policies on firms’ incentives to form bilateral R&D collaborations. It is shown that the complete network is pair-wise stable for small differences in the taxation of environmental emissions. Larger tax differentials may induce firms to abandon all their international collaborations.  
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1 Introduction

Government regulations provide powerful incentives for firms to invest in R&D to abate their pollution emissions. In recent years, the way firms organize to develop "environment-friendly" innovations has known important mutations. First, there has been a sharp increase in the number of strategic research partnerships through which firms undertake R&D to achieve emissions reduction. Second, empirical works (e.g., Hagedoorn (1996)) have highlighted that most of newly established R&D partnerships are non-equity based R&D agreements. These partnerships are usually bilateral and define collectively a network of collaboration.

The purpose of this paper is to study how the difference in the tax on pollution emissions across countries affects the structure of stable networks of collaboration to abate pollution emissions. More specifically we consider two countries, firms in each country are charged a tax on their pollution emissions and the tax rate on pollution emissions may differ across countries. Following Goyal and Joshi (2003)’s seminal work, we consider a two stage game in which firms first sign bilateral R&D agreements in order to achieve cost savings and then compete on the market of output. We consider a competition à la Cournot. In our model the R&D agreements achieve cost savings through the abatement of pollution emissions (i.e., a reduction in the emission/output ratio) and the resulting decrease in the tax the firm pays per unit of output produced.

We show that, when the difference between each country’s tax rate on pollution emissions is small enough, the complete network is pair-wise stable: international R&D collaboration occurs. This is in line with Goyal and Joshi (2003) which shows that when firms compete à la Cournot in the second stage of the game, the complete network is pair-wise stable. When the difference between each country’s tax rate on pollution emissions is beyond a certain threshold, the pair-wise stable graph is such that within each country all firms collaborate with one another, however there is no cross country R&D collaboration. This has an important policy implication. Suppose a subgroup of countries agree to unilaterally adopt more stringent environmental policies such as larger taxes on pollution emissions than the countries that are not part of the agreement. The positive impact on the environment of such an agreement may be diminished (and outweighed) by the negative impact on

---


2 By equity-based R&D agreements, we refer to R&D joint ventures through which two or more firms agree to share assets (technology, capital, human resources) in the formation of a new entity under shared control aiming at innovation. Non-equity based R&D agreements include contractual arrangements in which firms transfer technologies or commission R&D projects and informal relationships among firms.
international collaboration links to abate pollution emissions.

This paper belongs to the literature on network formation under strategic behavior in general (see, e.g., Goyal (1993), Jackson and Wolinsky (1996), Bala and Goyal (2000)) and more precisely to the recent literature on collaborative network formation (Kranton and Minehart (2001) and Goyal and Joshi (2003)). We follow closely the model of horizontal collaborative network formation of Goyal and Joshi (2003) to study a Cournot competition where (i) there are two subsets of firms each belonging to a given country that applies a specific tax rate on pollution emissions (ii) firms’ production generates pollution emissions and (iii) firms can, prior to the competition phase, form collaborative links to reduce their emissions/output ratio. This paper also contributes to the literature on unilateral adoption of environmental and resource regulations (e.g. Hoel (1991), Golombek and Hoel (2004) and Benchekroun (2002)). Our contribution is to determine the impact of unilateral regulations on R&D collaboration to abate pollution emissions.

In Section 2 we briefly outline the model. Section 3 solves for the market equilibrium and investigates the externalities generated by link formation. Section 4 characterizes stable network architectures. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The model

We follow very closely the model of Goyal and Joshi (2003) and extend it to allow for two regions. Consider an industry composed of a set $N = \{1, 2, ..., n\}$ of identical firms which compete à la Cournot-Nash in the same product market and produce a single homogeneous good. We assume that $n \geq 3$. Firms are located in two different countries, $A$ and $B$, and $N$ is partitioned in two subsets $N_A$ and $N_B$ of respective sizes $n_A$ and $n_B$. We suppose that firms have complete information about market structure and competitors’ technology. The inverse demand function is given by $p = \alpha - Q$ where $\alpha > 0$, $Q = \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i$ with $q_i$ denoting the quantity produced by firm $i$.

Without environmental regulation, firms use an identical technology characterized by a fixed emission/output ratio $s_0 > 0$. When governments introduce emission taxes, firms have an incentive to reduce their emission/output ratio prior to competing in the market. For simplicity, we assume that individual producers have no technology available for abating pollution. However, firms can make a more effective use of their technology and reduce their pollution emissions through collaborative R&D and information exchange. There are two stages. In the first stage firms have an opportunity to form pair-wise collaborative links with other firms and acquire a cleaner technology (i.e., an emission/output ratio smaller than $s_0$). In the second stage all firms compete à la Cournot in the market of output.

We describe the bilateral relationships that may occur in the first stage in graph-
theoretic terms. The binary variable \( g_{i,j} \in \{0,1\} \) indicates whether the pair of firms \((i,j) \in N\) conducts joint R&D activities. The value of \( g_{i,j} \) is 1 when firm \( i \) and firm \( j \) establish a collaborative link (i.e., conduct joint R&D activities) and 0 when they don’t. A network \( g = \{(g_{i,j})_{i,j \in N}\} \) provides an inventory of all bilateral ties that have been established within the industry. We let \( \mathcal{G} \) denote the set of all networks. Furthermore, we let \( g + g_{i,j} \) (respectively, \( g - g_{i,j} \)) denote the network obtained from \( g \) by addition (deletion) of the link between the pair \((i,j)\). Let \( \eta_i(g) \) denote the number of links established by firm \( i \). A network \( g \in N \) is said to be symmetric if every firm has the same number of links. Examples of symmetric networks include the empty network, \( g^e \), in which \( \eta_i(g^e) = 0, \forall i \in N \) and the complete network, \( g^c \), in which \( \eta_i(g^c) = n - 1, \forall i \in N \). We denote by \( g^{A+B} \) the network where any two firms that belong to the same country are linked but no cross countries’ link is formed:

\[
g^{A+B} = \{g_{i,j} = 0, \forall(i,j)\text{ such that } i \in N_A, j \in N_B \text{ and } g_{i,j} = 1, \text{ otherwise}\}.
\]

We are now in a position to describe how interfirm cooperation affects the emission technology of the firms. For an arbitrary network \( g \in \mathcal{G} \), firm \( i \)’s emission/output ratio is given by \( \eta_i(g) \). In the remainder of this paper, we assume that a firm’s emission/output ratio depends exclusively on the number of bilateral links it has with other firms; i.e., \( \eta_i(g) \equiv \eta_i(\eta_i(g)) \). More precisely, we assume that \( \eta_i(.) \) is strictly decreasing in \( \eta_i(g) \). Hence, we have \( \eta_i(\eta_i(g^e)) = \eta_i(0) = s_0 \) and \( \eta_i(\eta_i(g)) > \eta_i(\eta_i(g) + 1) \geq 0 \), for all \( i \in N \) and all network \( g \in \mathcal{G} \).

Since fewer emissions means reduced tax payments, each network \( g \in \mathcal{G} \) generates a different cost configuration for the industry. Let \( \tau_i \) denote the tax per unit of pollution emissions that firm \( i \) pays. When producing a unit of output, firm \( i \) is assumed to incur a constant marginal cost \( c \geq 0 \) and the tax that it pays on the pollution emitted to produce that unit of output \( \tau_i \eta_i(g) \). Hence, firm \( i \)’s effective marginal cost is \( c_i^*(g) \equiv (c + \tau_i \eta_i(g)) \) and the cost configuration of the industry is defined as \( c^*(g) \equiv \{c_i^*(g)\}_{i \in N} \).

**Definition 1 (Pair-wise stability)** Let \( \pi_i(g) \) denote firm \( i \)’s (equilibrium) profit at the second stage. We say that a network \( g \in \mathcal{G} \) is pair-wise stable if the following conditions are satisfied:

**Condition 1** for \( g_{i,j} = 1 \), \( \pi_i(g) > \pi_i(g - g_{i,j}) \) and \( \pi_j(g) > \pi_j(g - g_{i,j}) \).

**Condition 2** for \( g_{i,j} = 0 \), if \( \pi_i(g + g_{i,j}) > \pi_i(g) \), then \( \pi_j(g + g_{i,j}) \leq \pi_j(g) \).

In other words, a network structure \( g \in \mathcal{G} \) is said to be stable if every pair of linked firms has a strict incentive to maintain its link and no pair of unlinked firms has a strict incentive to set a new link. This definition, borrowed from Goyal and Joshi (2003), adapts the definition of pair-wise stability in Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) to capture the idea that the cost of forming a link is small but positive.
3 Market equilibrium

Given an arbitrary network $g \in \mathcal{G}$, firms (in stage two) compete à la Cournot in the market of output. It can be shown that the equilibrium quantity produced by firm $i$ is given by

$$q_i^N (g) = \frac{1}{(n+1)} \left[ (\alpha - c) + \sum_{j \neq i} \tau_i e_j (\eta_j (g)) - n \tau_i e_i (\eta_i (g)) \right], \quad \forall i \in N,$$

and its equilibrium profits as $\pi_i (q_i^N (g)) = (q_i^N (g))^2, \forall i \in N$.

Each firm’s equilibrium profit is increasing in the number of its links and decreasing in the number of links of its competitors. The formation of a link generates externalities. When two firms agree to collaborate, they both enjoy a symmetric reduction in their emission/output ratio. Each signatory firm thus enjoys a lower effective marginal cost than non-signatory firms. The marginal effect of the formation of a link between a pair of firms $(r, k) \in N$ on firm $i$’s equilibrium quantity ($i \neq r, k$) is given by

$$\Delta q_i (g + g_{r,k}) = \frac{1}{(n+1)} \left[ \tau_k \Delta e_k (\eta_k (g + g_{r,k})) + \tau_r \Delta e_r (\eta_r (g + g_{r,k})) \right] < 0.$$

Since

$$\Delta \pi_i (g + g_{r,k}) = (q_i (g) + q_i (g + g_{r,k})) \Delta q_i (g + g_{r,k}) < 0$$

such a link between firms $r$ and $k$ affects negatively any other firm $i$ in the industry.

The effect of a link between firms $i$ and $k$ on firm $i$’s equilibrium quantity is equal to

$$\Delta q_i (g + g_{i,k}) = \frac{1}{(n+1)} \left[ \tau_k \Delta e_k (\eta_k (g + g_{i,k})) - n \tau_i \Delta e_i (\eta_i (g + g_{i,k})) \right].$$

**Remark 1:** The stability conditions of a graph $g$ can be stated in terms of changes in the equilibrium quantities produced by each firm. A link between firms $i$ and $k$ is formed iff $\Delta q_i (g + g_{i,k}) > 0$ and $\Delta q_k (g + g_{i,k}) > 0$.

---

3Given $\alpha, c$ and $(\varepsilon_k)_{k \in N}$ we limit our attention to the set of pollution emissions taxes that yields an interior equilibrium: $q_i^N (g) \geq 0$ for all $i \in N$ and all $g \in \mathcal{G}$. We limit our attention to the set of parameters $(\alpha, c, n_A, n_B, (\varepsilon_k)_{k \in N})$ such that $q_i^N (g) \geq 0$ for all $i \in N$. Such a set is clearly non-empty, indeed for any $n_A, n_B, (\varepsilon_k)_{k \in N}$ and $(\varepsilon_k (\cdot))_{k \in N}$ we have $q_i^N (g) \geq 0$ for all $i \in N$ and all $g \in \mathcal{G}$ provided $\alpha - c$ is large enough.
4 Stable networks

We start by considering a specific functional form of firms’ emission/output ratio and then discuss the generalization of our qualitative results.

The specific emission/output ratio function we use is an affine decreasing function of the number of agreements signed

$$\varepsilon_i(\eta_i(g)) = s_0 - s_1 \eta_i(g), \quad \forall i \in N,$$

(5)

with $s_0, s_1 > 0$ and such that $s_0 - s_1 (n - 1) \geq 0$. Note that $\varepsilon_i(\eta_i(g^c)) = \varepsilon_i(0) = s_0$.

From (4), it can be verified that the marginal effect of an additional agreement between firm $i$ and firm $k$ on firm $i$’s equilibrium quantity is given by

$$\Delta q_i(g + g_{i,k}) = \frac{s_1}{n+1}(n \tau_i - \tau_k).$$

(6)

and, by symmetry, we have $\Delta q_i(g - g_{i,k}) = -\Delta q_i(g + g_{i,k})$.

We assume that $\tau_i = \tau_A$ for all $i \in N_A$ and $\tau_j = \tau_B$ for all $i \in N_B$. In the case where $\tau_A = \tau_B$, it is straightforward to deduce from proposition 3.1 in Goyal and Joshi (2003) that the unique stable network is the complete network $g^c$. The question now is whether the stability of the complete network is robust to tax induced cost differentials.

The complete graph is unstable if condition 2 does not hold; i.e., there is a pair of linked firms $(i, j)$ that has an incentive to break its collaboration link. First, consider any pair of firms $(i, k)$ located in the same country. Observe that $\Delta \pi_i(g - g_{i,k}) = \Delta \pi_k(g - g_{i,k}) < 0, \forall (i, k) \in N_A$ and $\Delta \pi_j(g - g_{j,k}) = \Delta \pi_k(g - g_{j,k}) < 0, \forall (j, k) \in N_B$.

Hence, within each country all firms are better off retaining their collaboration links with one another.

Second, consider any pair of firms $(i, j)$ such that firm $i$ is in country $A$ and firm $j$ is in country $B$. From (4), both firms have an incentive to stay linked if and only if

$$\Delta q_i(g - g_{i,j}) = -\frac{s_1}{n+1}(n \tau_A - \tau_B) < 0$$

(7)

and

$$\Delta q_j(g - g_{i,j}) = -\frac{s_1}{n+1}(n \tau_B - \tau_A) < 0$$

(8)

This condition gives

$$n \tau_A - \tau_B > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad n \tau_B - \tau_A > 0$$

that is

$$\frac{1}{n} < \frac{\tau_A}{\tau_B} < n.$$
We conclude that the complete network is stable as long as the tax differential between the two countries remains relatively small. However, if \( \tau_B / \tau_A \geq n \) no firm \( i \in N_A \) has an incentive to stay linked with a competitor \( j \in N_B \). In other words, no perennial international collaboration will occur: the network \( g^c \) is unstable.

Finally, observe that the instability of international R&D agreements has no disruptive effect on those signed within each country. Hence, for large differences in tax treatments across the two countries, the segmented network \( g^{A+B} \) is a stable network. Also, it can be checked that for any other network \( g' \neq g^{A+B} \) firms have an incentive to deviate either by forming a new local link or deleting an existing international link. Therefore, \( g^{A+B} \) is the unique stable network.

The following proposition summarizes our findings.

**Proposition 2** Let \( \tau_i = \tau_A \) for all \( i \in N_A \) and \( \tau_j = \tau_B \) for all \( j \in N_B \) then:

(i) for \( (\tau_A, \tau_B) \) such that \( \frac{1}{n} < \frac{\tau_A}{\tau_B} < n \), the unique pair-wise stable network is the complete graph \( g^c \).

(ii) for \( (\tau_A, \tau_B) \) such that \( \frac{\tau_A}{\tau_B} \leq \frac{1}{n} \) or \( \frac{\tau_A}{\tau_B} \geq n \), the unique pair-wise stable network is the segmented graph \( g^{A+B} \).

Proposition 2 states that the complete network is stable when the tax treatment of firms is not too different. This qualitative result is robust to the specification of the emission/output ratio.

We start by noting that the condition on the pair of tariffs \( (\tau_A, \tau_B) \) in Proposition 2 (i) can be interpreted as a condition on the relative cost savings per unit produced that each firm achieves through an agreement with another firm. Indeed, from Remark 1, a link between firms \( i \) and \( k \) is formed iff \( \Delta q_i(g + g_i,k) > 0 \) and \( \Delta q_k(g + g_i,k) > 0 \). We also note\(^4\) that the terms \( -\tau_k \Delta \epsilon_k(\eta_k(g + g_i,k)) \) and \( -\tau_i \Delta \epsilon_i(\eta_i(g + g_i,k)) \) in the right hand side of (4) represent respectively the cost savings, per unit produced, for firm \( k \) and firm \( i \) from signing an agreement. Thus firms \( i \) and \( k \) will sign an agreement iff

\[
\frac{1}{n} < \frac{\tau_i \Delta \epsilon_i(\eta_i(g + g_i,k))}{\tau_k \Delta \epsilon_k(\eta_k(g + g_i,k))} < n
\]

that is when the two firms’ cost savings are not too different. In the case where \( i \in N_A \) and firm \( k \in N_B \) this condition becomes

\[
\frac{1}{n} < \frac{\tau_A \Delta \epsilon_i(\eta_i(g + g_i,k))}{\tau_B \Delta \epsilon_k(\eta_k(g + g_i,k))} < n.
\]

\(^4\)We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out this interpretation.
Clearly, for any given emission/output ratio functions $\varepsilon_i(.)$, this condition is not satisfied when $\tau_A$ and $\tau_B$ are significantly different. Thus our qualitative results can be generalized to the case of other functional forms of firms’ emission/output ratio, in particular to the case of strictly convex decreasing functions of the number of links.

Proposition 2 has an interesting implication. It can be shown that, given a tax rate $\tau_B > 0$, the equilibrium total pollution emissions (i.e., from firms in both countries) may not be a decreasing function of $\tau_A$; it can jump upward at $\tau_A = n\tau_B$:

$$\sum_{k \in N} \varepsilon_k(\eta_k(g^c))q_k^N(g^c) - \sum_{k \in N} \varepsilon_k(\eta_k(g^{A+B}))q_k^N(g^{A+B}) < 0 \text{ when } \tau_A = n\tau_B.$$

When $\tau_A$ is increased from $n\tau_B$ to $n\tau_B$ firms break the cross countries collaborative links, which increases their emissions/output ratio. Consider the case where pollution is transboundary and suppose for example that both countries have a lax environmental regulation and are using an identical tax on pollution emissions $\tau_l$ that is positive but small (e.g., close to zero) and that Country A wishes to re-

---

5 More precisely, $\tau_l \in \{\tau_l : q_l(g^{A+B}) \geq 0 \text{ for all } i \in N_A \text{ when } \tau_B = \tau_l \text{ and } \tau_A = n\tau_l\}$. 

Figure 1: Total equilibrium emission levels.
duce the total level of pollution emissions (e.g., due to political pressure from pro-environment lobby groups). If Country B refuses to change its tax on pollution emissions then Country A can consider unilaterally raising its tax on pollution emissions. However, such a unilateral increase of $\tau_A$ may have the exact opposite effect than the one intended: it may result in an increase in the level of pollution emissions (if $\tau_A$ is set beyond $n\tau_I$). This is illustrated in Figure 1 for the case where $n_A = n_B = 2$.

5 Concluding remarks

We have built a simple model of network formation to examine how differences in environmental tax rates between two countries affect the architecture of stable collaboration networks in abatement of pollution emissions. We show that when the difference across countries in the tax rate on pollution emissions is below a certain threshold, the complete network is pair-wise stable: international R&D collaboration to abate pollution emissions occurs. When the difference across countries in the tax rate on pollution emissions is beyond that threshold there is no across country R&D collaboration to abate pollution emissions. This has an important policy implication. Suppose a subgroup of countries agree to unilaterally adopt more stringent environmental policies (e.g., larger taxes on pollution emissions) than the countries that are not part of the agreement. The positive impact on the environment of such a unilateral policy may be diminished (and outweighed) by the negative impact of the reduction in the level of R&D across countries collaboration to abate pollution emissions. Such a unilateral action can end up increasing the level of pollution emissions.

We note that we have not explicitly formulated the cost of forming a partnership, and how it is distributed amongst firms that cooperate at the R&D stage. Following Goyal and Joshi (2003) we have used a reduced form of the net benefit from cooperation in terms of reduction of emissions and assumed that in a second stage firms compete in the market of output. A relevant and promising line of future research is to make the cost allocation of cooperation explicit and study the sensitivity of stable networks to a change in the allocation rule adopted and to the degree of competition between firms in the market of output.

\footnote{We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this extension.}
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